
When an offshore oil field in West Africa changed owners, the condition of the 
existing in-field pipelines was assessed in order to verify whether the assets 
were fit for in-line inspection.

The Challenge
In the early stages of proving pigging a 26-km, 12” crude oil pipeline, the operator experienced several problems, 

including the presence of significant volumes of wax. Furthermore, gauge pigs showed severe damage to the gauge plates.

Our Solution
ROSEN proposed running an instrumented gauge tool to identify the restrictions that had caused the gauge plate 

damage. Given the pipeline geometry and operational circumstances, it quickly became clear that not only was a 

customized pigging approach needed, a customized tool was required, too. Thus, ROSEN experts designed a tool 

configuration for improved passage. It featured a slimmer tool body to better negotiate narrow pipe sections. In 

addition, it was equipped with an ITX 804 EM transmitter for tracking and locating as well as the ROSEN Pipeline Data 

Logger (PDL) instrument PDL4.

In order to be able to execute repeat runs in multiple pipelines, the operator chose to purchase both the inspection 

tool and the PDL4 instrument. ROSEN provided an online introductory training to the operator’s technicians, as 

well as an assembly manual showing how to install the ITX EM transmitter and the PDL4 instrument. This way, the 

operator did not depend on the presence of any ROSEN field technicians for the successful inspection of their pipelines. 

The operator’s technicians completed the run of the instrumented gauge pig without issues. They then downloaded 

the recorded pipeline data from the PDL4 instrument and uploaded it onto the ROSEN server for interpretation by an 

experienced ROSEN engineer.
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The data clearly indicated two main areas of concern where 

the recorded differential pressure (DP) values exceeded 1 bar. 

These were the locations where the reduction of the internal 

pipe diameter had caused the almost circular deformation of 

the gauge plate, whose diameter had been reduced from 277 

mm (95% of nominal internal pipe diameter) to 255 mm (87% 

of nominal internal pipe diameter).

Detailed interpretation identified the exact location of the two 

restrictions as the neck of the reducer in the launcher and 

receiver, respectively. As is often the case, the launcher and 

receiver were designed as mirror images using the same 

components for construction. It was remarkable that the 

DP value at the receiver was significantly lower than at the 

launcher. This indicated that the tool arrived at the receiver 

with the gauge plate already reduced in diameter.

The gauging tool also recovered a small volume of wax, similar to that recovered by the cleaning tool runs conducted 

immediately before the instrumented gauging run. The recorded DP values hardly indicated additional friction force, 

as is usually the case when the tool passes deposits. However, starting where the crude oil temperature evidently 

dropped below the wax appearance temperature, the typical girth weld pattern seen in the acceleration sensor data 

markedly disappeared over a length of 14 km, based on the average tool velocity. This was a clear indication of the 

wax deposit zone where the wax covered the girth welds, thus smoothening the inner pipe wall. 

Within 5 days after the upload of the tool data, a complete report was prepared by an experienced ROSEN engineer 

and submitted to the operator. Shortly after the submission of the report and following a remote presentation, the 

client conducted wall thickness measurements at both locations, confirming the findings.

Your Benefit
The greatest advantage for the operator lay in the remote execution of the project. The extensive online training as 

well as the detailed and clear instructions in the manual enabled the operator to successfully conduct the pigging 

runs themselves. This approach offered two major benefits:

 Substantial cost savings thanks to the elimination of the mobilization of ROSEN personnel 

 Freedom in terms of schedule and scope of work thanks to independence from personnel and material availability 

and – in this case – from travel restrictions due to the COVID pandemic

Moreover, the data gathered by the ROSEN PDL 4 allowed for the quick yet reliable identification of the critical 

reductions in the pipeline. This enabled the operator to take action to prepare the asset for the scheduled in-line 

inspection without the need for an additional geometry inspection – with its associated cost, preparation time and 

personnel travel to a remote offshore location.
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